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The dress of men is not in all respects what it should
be, but that of women is certainly the disgrace of civili-
zation.-Lester F. -Vard, in Dyiamic Sociology.

If all women would at once adopt a healthful mode of
dress, probably half of our professiolP would be obliged
to seek some ot'her calling. Certainly, at ,the present
time more than half our business consists in efforts to
repair damages which ignorant women have inflicted
upon themselves.-J. H. Kellogg, MD.

Surely medical men have long worked against the
senseless and infamous clothing which ignorant fashion-
makers have forced upon women. This injury, which
has resulted from clothing unsuitable for the proper
exercise of the body, has had a very serious effect upon
the health of women throughout the civilized world. It
has done mnch to diminish the strength and vitality of
the human race. It has been largely ànswerable for the
increasing prevalence of diseases peculiar to women, and
has very decidedly contributed to the depreciation of
womanly strength.-N. Y. Medical Times, Jiely, I893.
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HREE social changes have made woman's
dress a questiQn of the day:+ 1 st. The en trance Of womlen upon work
hitherto considered outside their sphere.-The

inajority of industrial and professional pursuits have
been thus invaded. .It was inevitable that to compete
in labor with men should draw attention to disadvantages
peculiar to sex which otherwise might have passed
unnoticed* The evils of a mode of dress which lowers
the general health by interference with normal physio-
logical action and a useless expenditure of energy were
thus forced upon the view.

2nd. The higher education of women and the more

common dissemination of scientfic knowledge. -Ignorance
often hides an abyss of irrational action. The general
features- of woman's dress have long been accepted as a
mâtter of course. Now wider knowledge challenges
them from physiological, practical, æsthetic and even
moral points of view.

3rd. Organization among wome.-Beginning with



scattered local organizations we have progressed to
national and even international ones. Women are no
longer isolated. They convey to each other their ideas.
They draw from each other stimulus and s.upport. They
are already feeling that power for social reform which
union alone can givez

Radical Errors in Woman's
Dress.

1st. Constrictian of the waist.-Dr. J. H. Kellogg,
who has given much attention to the effects of woman's
dress, quotes the following figures : The average waist-
measure of girls from 9 to 12 years,'23.5 in. The average
waist-measure of twenty-five women wearing corsets or
tight bands, 23.3 in. He asks why all the organs occupying
the region of the waist line continue to grow after the
age of I0 to 12, while the waist refuses to increase in size ?
The same twenty-five young women a few months after
reforming their dress gave an average of 27. 15 in. Dr.
Kellogg also finds theaverage percentage of waist- to
height in American women to he 39.6 in., while in

American men it is 43.3. The Venus de Milo, typical
woman of the ancient Greeks, has a percentage of 47.7,
and the average Grecian man, as judged from six

famous models, 46.4. He again asks why it is that the

civilized woman. of to-day requires a smaller waist than

the civilized man?
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Systematic constriction of the Waist, as practiced to-day,
could only arise in a society ignorant of the anatomy
and physiology of the human body. The female body
has hitherto been largely treated as if composed of some
homogeneous material. There has been no regard to
organs within and to the effects upon them of pressure
and alteration of position, nor thought of the muscles
which are not allowed free play. Investigation revèals
very serious results. Women dressed according to
prevailing modes, with closely fitting corsets or waists
and tight skirt-bands, find it impossible to draw a full,
deep breath without interference from their clothes.
Ordinary breathing is crainped. Full expansion at the
vaist-line not being permitted they are forced to breathe

more with the upper part of the lungs than nature intended,
while downward pressure is greater than normal, causing
displacement of the organs below the diaphragm and
thus leading to diseased conditions of them. In addi-
tion, the cramped action of the lungs prevents their full
development and thus restricts the supply of oxygen.
For sixteen hours out of twenty-four the average
woman is breathing in this unnatural manner, the ill
effects of which are only augmented by the increased
breathing movements of aetive exercise. Can anyone
hope for continued health and vigor under such circum-
stances? Moreover, the mu.scles of back and abdomen
are so closely bound that they become weak and flaccid
from want of exercise and we have a bad carriage 'of the
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body, and the abdominal and pelvic organs still more
liable to displacement on account of the weakness of their
walls.

In regard to the displacement of organs by constric-
tion of the waist, Dr. Kellogg, among other figures,
gives these. In seventy-one women examined, prolapsus
of the stomach and bowels was found in fifty-six cases,
displacement of one kidney in nineteen cases, and dis-
placemej of both kidneys in one. In fifty men examined
there were only six in whom stomach and- bowels could
be said to be prolapsed, in one the right kidney was
displaced. In four out of these six cases a belt, or some

thing equivalent, had been worn. It appears, then, that

it is their mode of dress which makes displacement of
these organs so much more common among women than
among men.

2nd. Clothing suspezded from the waist.-It is from
the constriction of the waist demanded by our mode of
dress that it has come to be used as a pivot about which
the whole system of clothing revolves. Let the waist be
given its normal size and clothing will naturally be
arranged to fall from the shoulders.

3rd. Long- and heavy skirts.-Custom has so veiled
the evils of this feature of our dress that they are evident
only upon consideration Think of the waste of energy

involved. In these days but few of us are so super-
abundantly endowed with vitality that we can afford to
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throw it away. Long and beavy skirts bind and weigh
down the legs ; mean a constant resistance to movement
and a consequent unnecessary expenditure "of energy.
This even in ordinary walking and in the most moderate
forms of exercise; how much more in walking in wind
and rain and in the more laborious occupations. It is
the same in our recreations. How much more often we
would take long walks and join in games and do all sorts
of pleasant and invigorating things if it were not for our
clothes? Again, how unsanitary are clothes which sweep
through dust and dirt and carry disease germs in their folds.

Our dress is then unphysiological, wasteful of energy
and even unsanitary. What do we gain? The indulg-
ence of a false ideal of woman's figure and equally a false
ideal of modesty and delicacy.

Indications of Progress in Dress
Reform. -

In England there is a Rational Dress Society which
for the last ten years has been advancing the cause of
rational dress. This society numbers among its members
ladies of high social position.

In Chicago, U. S., a society for the PromotioË¶Ç,of
Physical Culture and Correct Dress was formed five years
ago. It endeavors to base dress upon correct scientific
and artistic principles.
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The National Council ol women of the U. S. appointed

a committee in 1891 to take into consideration an every-
day dress for women-" a dress suitable for business
hours, for shopping, for marketing, housework, walking
and other forms of exercise." In the report returned
three costumes were given as suggestions. One was the
modified Syrian, with skirt a little shorter than ordinarily
worn,'and divided ; another, Mrs. Miller's short-skirted
costume ; and the third, the gymnasium suit, divided
and fastened a little be ow the knee, all three giving pei
fect freedom not only to waist and chest but also tg the
limbs.

The World's Congress of Women revealed in a striking
manner the progress which this question has made.
Three meetings were almost entirely devoted to its dis-
cussion and were among the most enthusiastic of the
Congress At orle the speakers appeared in their dress-
reform suits, giving a practical illustration of their ideas.

Another indication of the progress of this quest on is
the attention which it is receiving from the press. The

Arena, Boston, has been especially active. Within the

last two years it has published more than a dozen articles
upon the subject. These have appeared side by side

with those treating upon important political and social

reform questions.
Mrs. Flower, wife of the editor of the Arena, has worn

the modified Syrian costume as a bicycle suit for some
time in Boston and latterly as a street costume.
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The Boston artist, Miss Laura Lee, has worn it in her

studio for several years, and last summer to the World's
Fair and during her stay there. A number of ladies have
adopted it for morning wear in their homes. The reform

has begun and will go on until something permanent is

accomplished, 'because it is no temporary fad but a move-

ment based upon rational thought.

What can we do to Aid the
Movement ?

Our present mode of dress is based upon a false ideal

of woman's form and ignorance of the construction of her

body. * Let us endeavor to change this ideal and put in its

place one true to nature. In this age of cheap literature

this false ideal is carried everywhere, not only in fashion-

plates and fashion magazines but even in our daily and

weekly newspapers. In the fashion pictures which are

strewn broadcast there is rarely one which shows a

normally formed woman. Taper waists, often but little

larger than the necks of the figures to which they belong,

are an essential feature. How do the outlines compare

with those of a Grecian statue ? 'We cannot rise above

our ideals. How shAll we change this ideal?

ist.-Let us endeavor to accustom our eyes to the true

proportions of woman's figure by the study of the best

models in art. Our studies will make us so familiar with



correct outlines and true proportions that we shall no
longer be content with the violations of them which pass

-under our eyes every day.
2nd.---Let us encourage the study of the anatomy and

physioloýy of the human body. Let all women inform.
themnselves as to,the normal mode of breathing and the
position, functions and relations of the different organs of
the body. Once knowledge upon these points is
commonly disseminated it is inevitable that there shIll
arise a perception of the necessity of suiting our costumer
to our bodies instead of suiting our bodies to our
costumes.

3rd.-The individual must conform, more or less, to
the standard of society about her. Half her energy is
spent in making compromises. Society must clear her
way instead of blocking it. All society cannot be
changed in a day. True, but in this age of organization
among women it is very possible for a sufficient number
to unite in the assumption of a more rational modé of
dress to give prestige to the movement and thus form a
nucleus around which thosè- rationally inclined may
gather.



My own opinion is that female dress will never be
wholly satisfactory until women have realized that they
have no waists. Nature has not endowed them with
waists, which are artificial forms produced by compressing
the body.-Jhn Collier, Artist.

I am of the opinion that the culminating folly of
fashion, the one which has most wide-spread and durable
consequences is the mode in which for ages past women
have contrived, that their skirts shall act as drags and
swaddling clothes, weighing down their hips and
obstructing the natural motion of the legs.-Frances
Power Cobbe.

Women need no other one thing so much as frcedom
of movement in dress.-Alice Freeman Palmer.

I have no doubt as to the ultimate victory of this great
movement for rational dress. The agencies working for
its success will prove irresistible. The only question is,
how soon can the reformation be accomplished. -B. O.
Flower, Editor of Arena.
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